Trajectories of depressive symptoms for bereaved family members of chronically ill patients: a systematic review.
To synthesise concepts of distinct depressive-symptom trajectories in published studies by establishing a measurable standard and estimate the prevalence of recategorised trajectories for bereaved families of chronically ill patients. Grieving is a dynamic/individualised process. In studies treating depressive-symptom trajectories as heterogeneous, different criteria were used to identify distinct trajectories, resulting in inconsistent findings. A systematic review of research guided by the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses criteria. Five databases were systematically searched since each one's launch through June 2015. Two reviewers independently extracted data and assessed study quality using the qualsyst evaluation tool. Distinct depressive-symptom trajectories were narratively synthesised based on depressive-symptom level, duration and improvement over time. The prevalence of recategorised depressive-symptom trajectories was recalculated from published data. We identified six studies, published in 1994-2012, that followed 56-301 bereaved families from eight months to five years. We synthesised five new distinct trajectories (prevalence in synthesised sample): 'endurance' (54·2%), 'resilience' (8·8%), 'transient reaction' (7·7%), 'chronic grief' (19·4%) and 'chronic depression' (9·9%). The 'endurance' group experienced low depressive symptoms throughout the bereavement process. The 'resilience' group had severe depressive symptoms when they first transitioned into bereavement, but quickly recovered. The 'transient reaction' group's distress lasted 7-12 months postbereavement, gradually returning to prebereavement levels. After bereavement, the chronic grief and depression groups experienced prolonged periods of depressive symptoms, which improved gradually only in the 'chronic grief' group. Most bereaved families endured their grief and adjusted, returning to prebereavement depressive-symptom levels within one year postloss (represented by our synthesised 'endurance', 'resilience' and 'transient reaction' groups), with only 9·9% suffering 'chronic depression'. Guided by the synthesised distinct trajectories of depressive symptoms, clinicians should identify bereaved families' depressive-symptom trajectories and provide suitable interventions to facilitate adjustment of those with chronic depressive symptoms.